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IVe develop a bijection between the finite tamely ramified extensions of a 
linearly compact field F and the finite tamely ramified extensions of a certain 
generalized power series field naturally associated with F. Our motivation is 
the similarity between thep-adic numbers, 0, , and Z,((.s)); also, the infamous 
difficulties in wild ramification (e.g., the prime 2 in quadratic problems). 
Let F bc a valuated field; we denote its valuation, residue class field, and 
value group by z’~, k, , and r, , respectively. Let S(F, IIF, 1) be the (canonic- 
ally valuated) field of generalized power series C b,tL; each t’ is a formal 
symbol with tatj = W, the indices i range over r, , and the bi E F are zero off 
a well-ordered subset of I’, ([I], pp. 22224). The canonical valuation ZJ~ 
takes a non-zero C b,ti to the smallest i with bf -,+ 0. The set 
bF - )I bit’ j vF(bi) :,- i for all it: I’ ’ ‘f 
is an ideal of the ring 
RF ~-7 ;c b,t” uF(bj) 3: i for all ii: r 
\\‘e let AF denote the quotient ring BF/bF together with the map 
A(v,):AF+I’FuJ~~ 
given by 
c b,ti + bF~ inf{i j aF(b,) = i 
(where inf c = co). 
The structure of AF is given by 
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PROPOSITION. Let f EfF (defined below). Then there is an isomorphism 
from AF onto S(k, , YF, j) ([l], pp. 22-24) whose composition with vs is 
A(vF). We use fF for the element in Ext(r,, k,*) corresponding to the exact 
sequence 
1 +k,*+F*i(l Lm +++TF-+O (1) 
(where pF denotes the maximal ideal of the aaluation ring of F). 
Proof. There exists a system of coset representatives (c&~~ in F for r, 
(meaning zlF(ci) =: i Vi) such that for i, j E I’, , 
f (i, j) := c,c,c(ilcl) A pF. 
Now map A(F) to S(k, , lTF, j) by 
1 b,t, + bF +-+ C (cilbi -t pF) tl. 
One checks this has the desired properties and the proposition is proved. 
Note a corollary is AQ, g Z,((x)). 
We can (one checks) and do identify the sequence 1) in the proposition with 
1 -+ k,+, -+ AF*/(l + pdF) + T,,, ---f 0. (2) 
Note that for any generalized power series field S, AS =- S; in particular 
A AF = AF (these are identifications in place of natural isomorphisms). 
A finite extension K/F (of raluated fields) is called tameZy ramified if, and 
only if, k,/k, is separable and the characteristic of k, (is zero, or) does not 
divide (F, : r,). We may canonically identify AF with a subfield of 4K. (It is 
because A is functorial in this sense that we use it instead of the more 
straightforward, but uncazonical S(k, , r, , j).) 
From now on assume F is linearly compact (alias maximal, [l], p. 36, [2], 
p. 198, etc.), i.e., that F is topologically complete at every field topology 
admitting as a neighborhood system of zero a family of nonzero fractional 
ideals [3]. For example, generalized power-series fields (e.g., AF) are linearly 
compact. (‘l’he only property of linear compactness we shall use is that for 
any finite extension K,/F, [K : F] =: [k, : k,](T’, : TF); [l], pp.%55). 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a linearly compact field. A induces a bijection jrom the 
jinite tamely rami$ed field extensinns of F (up to isomorphism ouer F) onto the 
jinite tamely ramiJied field extensions oj 4(F) (up to isomorphism o%‘er 4(F)). 
DeCgreez residue class degree, ramification index, normality, aud for normal 
extensiotrs Galois groups, are all preserved, 
As a corollary, note that any finite tamely ramified extension K of a general- 
ized power series field S is itself a generalized power series field (as 4K z AAK 
over AS implies K e AK over S). ‘l’hese extensions of 4F : S arc com- 
paratively easy to construct directly. 
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Let /3,(F) denote all elements in the Brauer group P(F) which are split by a 
finite tamely ramified extension of F. 
THEOREM 2. /3,(F) is a subgroup ofP(F) naturally isomorphic to P,(AF);i.e., 
to the /3,( ) of a generalized power series jield. 
T;or example, /3,(ZD((x))) ‘v fit(Q2,) (see [4]). 
\\‘e now prove the above two theorems. 
LEMMA I. Let L be a Galois extension of F with Galois group G = G(L/F). 
Then the jixed$eld of the large ramification group 
G, = {O E G 1 aOa-l ~ I E pL for all arL> 
is a tamely ramified Galois extension of L containing every subfield of L tamely 
ramified o@er F. 
Proof. G, is a normal subgroup of G (check directly using ZIP is the only 
extension of UK) so its fixed field, call it E, is Galois ovcrF.Apply [5], pp. 67-78, 
especially p. 78 line 27, and <f = ~2, to get that the extension E/F is tamely 
ramified and, moreover, the extension L/E is totally untame, i.e., k,/h, is 
purely inseparable and (r, : r,) IS a p ower of the characteristic of k, . 
Sow for any tamely ramified extension K/F with L > K we check directly 
G(LIK), 5 G(LjF),, . 
In fact, we must have equality (since by the above paragraph applied to both 
the extensions L/K and L/F, we have that the fixed field of G(L/K)v is both 
tamely ramified over E and totallv untame over E). Hence E r) K and the 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Let K and K’ be finite tamely rami$ed (abbreeiated, tame) 
extensions of F. Then there is a Galois tame extension of F containing k’ and K’. 
Proof. First note as follows that K,/F is separable. If not K contains a 
subfield K,, 2 F ,h 1%ose p-th power ( p the characteristic of F and thus of hF) 
is in F. Thus the p-power of kKO (respectively rKO) is in k, (resp., r,). Since 
K is tame, [kK : kF] and (rKO : r,) are both 1; their product is [K,, : F] which 
gives a contrac!iction. Similarly K’,/F is separable so there is a Galois extension 
I, of F containing K and K’. Now apply Lemma I. Lemma 2 is proved. 
Now suppose K and K’ are tame extensions of F. AK and AK’ are tame 
extensions of AF (by the identifications of exact sequences (1) and (2)). Let L 
be a tame Galois extension of F containing K and K’ (Lemma 2). The large 
ramification group of G = G(L/F) is trivial (Lemma 1). Checking directly 
from the definitions, the large ramification group is the kernel of G --) AG 
(recall A operates on valuation preserving homomorphisms, i.e., is a functor). 
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Hence AG has the same number of elements as G, i.e. [kAL : /.zAF](rdL : r,,) 
elements. But this is exactly the dimension of AL/AF (construct a basis for 
this extension using the proposition). Since AG clearly leaves AF fixed, AF is 
then exactly the fixed field under AG. Hence in particular the extension 
AhAF is Galois. 
By Galois theory, the following are equivalent. 
(1) K and K’ are isomorphic over I;; 
(2) there is a CJ E G with oG(L/K) w L = G(L,‘K’); 
(3) there is a cr E G with A(a) A(G(L/K)) A(u)-~1 -= A(G(L/K’)); 
(4) 3(K) and A(K’) are isomorphic ~v.cr A(F). 
This proves that the operation of A on isomorphism classes of tame 
extensions of P is well-defined and injectivc. 
To prove surjectivity, suppose Q is a tame extension of AF. \Ve make the 
canonical identifications of AF with AAE’ and hence with a subfield of Af2. 
Since Q and A-9 are isomorphic over AF (see remark following Theorem I), 
it suffices by induction to construct a proper ertension K of F with AK 
isomorphic over AF to a subfield of AlI. If h,, 4 k, , we simply let K be an! 
unramified extension of F with k, isomorphic to k, over k, (and then apply 
the proposition). Suppose /zdF m= k, . Then vo(a) F r, (which is r,,) for 
some r~ t K. Let e p: (r, + % n<.,(z) : r,), so ea,,(c~) F r, . Since h, /in , 
there exists b t F with (after identification) 
Thus AR contains a zero of the irreducible polynomial 
.sy bP(“) f 6, E AF[s]. (3) 
Let I< = F[!3] where ,!I is an e-th root of b. Clearly, /3tbK(4) -1 bK is a zero of 
the polynomial (3) and generates the extension AKjAF (since this extension 
has degree E). Hence there exists an isomorphism over AF of AK into AB. 
Theorem 1 is now proved. We mention in passing, for any Galois extension 
L/F, not necessarily tame, the extension ALjAF is normal, AL4’G(LIF)J/AF is 
its pure inseparable part, and AE/AF (notation from proof of Lemma 1) is its 
maximal separable subextension. Also [1; : F] = [AL : AF]. 
Comment. Suppose k, is finite or algebraically closed. Then by Abelian 
group theory Ext(r,, k,*) = 1 so A(F) is isomorphic to the power series 
field S(k, , r,, 1) without any cocycle. The same is true of any finite tamely 
ramified field extension K of F. The choice of a power series basis for K, 
however, may ruin a previous choice for F; hence it is incorrect to reason that 
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K is determined by [k, : kF] and (I’, : I’,) alone (e.g., Q,[d/3] and Q3[ d6] 
are not isomorphic over the 3-adic numbers @J. 
Comment. Theorem 1 is not true if one removes from the finite extensions 
KjF considered either the condition that k,/k, be separable ([6], theorem 10) 
or that the characteristic of K, (if not 0) not divide (r, : r,) (e.g., Q),[v’3] 
and Q2[421). 
We now prove Theorem 2. We will actually prove the stronger result that 
the compositum of all tame extensions in a separable closure of F has the 
same positive cohomology groups as the same construction for AF. 
P,(F) is checked to be a group using Lemma 2 above. \\*e have 
HO(G, I -:- nL) = 1 for tame Galois extensions L of F of prime degree p 
(ifp =: [k, : kF] use [7] Theorem 3, while ifp = (r, : r,) use [7] Theorem 4; 
also note (I -(- pr)G = 1 + vF) and h ence for any tame Galois extension of 
degree a power of p (use induction and the transitivity of the norm). 
Next, the natural map H”(G, K*) + H”(G, ~*iI -( +.I~) is surjectivc for 
any tame Galois extension of F (again G z= G(K/F)); indeed from our defini- 
tions and the fact that AKAG = AF (by Theorem 1) we have that the natural 
map F* - (K*,‘l ~-- pK)G is surjective. 
Now by Hilbert’s Theorem 90 and Theorem 10, p. 113, [4], for any tame 
Galois extension L/F the natural map 
fITt(G, L*) - fP(G, L*j( I -+ pL)) 
is an isomorphism for all integers n. Applying this to AL/AF, using Theorem I, 
and using our identifications of exact sequences (1) and (2) we get 
II”(G, L”) N EP(AG, AL*). (4 
For positive n we take the direct limit over all L/F; Theorem 2 is proved. 
Note for n = 0, 4) gives a natural isomorphism between the norm factor 
grnups of F* and those of AF” (for tame extensions). 
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